We describe construction and phenotypic analysis of a human embryonic stem cell model of 33 progressive A-dependent neurodegeneration (ND) with potential relevance to Alzheimer's 34 disease (AD). We modified one allele of the normal APP locus to directly express a secretory 35 form of A40 or A42, eliminating the need for amyloidogenic APP proteolysis. Following 36 neuronal differentiation edited cell lines specifically accumulate aggregated/oligomeric A, 37 exhibit a synaptic deficit and have an abnormal accumulation of endolysosomal vesicles. Edited 38 cultures progress to a stage of overt ND. All phenotypes appear at earlier culture times for A42 39 relative to A40. Whole transcriptome RNA-Seq analysis identified 23 up and 70 down 40 regulated genes (DEGs) with similar directional fold change but larger absolute values in the 41 A42 samples suggesting common underlying pathogenic mechanisms. Pathway/annotation 42 analysis suggested that down regulation of extracellular matrix and cilia functions are 43 significantly overrepresented. This cellular model could be useful for uncovering mechanisms 44 directly linking A to neuronal death and as a tool to screen for new therapeutic agents that slow 45 or prevent human ND.
151 coding sequence, and a polyA tail. Donor templates also contained a puromycin selection gene 152 under control of the human phosphoglycerate kinase. 153 H9 (WiCell WA09) human embryonic stem cells were obtained from the WiCell Foundation and 154 cultured on a feeder free system (Matrigel). Cells were harvested at appropriate confluency and 155 nucleofected with TALEN pairs and donor template using an Amaxa Nucelofector. Nucleofected 156 cells were grown for 48 hours, harvested and plated on puromycin resistant feeder cells at a 157 dilution of 1/30 for 48 hours and then transferred to puromycin drug selection media for two 158 weeks. Approximately ½ of appropriate size colonies were collected for PCR analysis using 159 primer pairs that spanned the flanking DNA and the donor plasmid sequences to confirm 160 insertion of the expression cassette. The stem cell colonies positive for correct size PCR 161 fragments at both the 3' and 5' sites were expanded and analyzed for expression of edit specific 162 A40 or A42 expression using qRT-PCR analysis. The forward primer was specific to the rat 163 secretory signal sequence (not present in the human genome) and the reverse primer targets the 164 end of the A40 sequence. The specific sequences and editing and verification details are 165 included in the Supplemental Methods and Data.
166
Cell culture 167 ESC culture, embryoid body generation and neuronal differentiation were adapted from a well-168 established protocol [29] . Briefly, stem cells were grown in gelatin coated six-well plates on an 169 irradiated mouse embryonic fibroblasts feeder layer. Stem cells were maintained in HuES 170 medium which was replaced daily and differentiating colonies were manually removed to 171 maintain pluripotency. Stem cells were passaged weekly and differentiation was initiated ~1 172 week after passage using dissociated cells transferred to a 10 cm culture plate for embryoid body 173 (EB) generation. On day 3 cells were grown in Neural Induction Media (NIM) with N2 174 supplement and 2 µg/ml heparin. On day 5 media was supplemented with ascorbic acid, trans-175 retinoic acid, Y-27632 ROCK inhibitor, and BDNF. On day 7 smoothened agonist 1.3 was 176 added. Media was replaced every 3 rd day and after ~28-31 days EBs were collected, rinsed with 177 Ca 2+ /Mg 2+ free PBS, dissociated into individual cells and plated in either 6 or 24 well culture 178 plates precoated with poly-L-ornithine and laminin (1.7x10 6 or 0.34x10 6 cells per well) in neural 179 differentiation medium supplemented with 25 M β-mercaptoethanol and 25 M glutamate. 180 Cultures were initially treated with 0.5 µM ethynyl deoxyuridine (EdU) for 24 hrs and weekly 181 thereafter up to ~50 days to maintain only post mitotic cells. Complete media recipes, suppliers 182 and protocol details are included in the Supplemental Methods and Data.
183
qRT-PCR 184 Total RNA was extracted using the RNeasy Micro Kit from (Qiagen) following the 185 manufacturer's protocol. RNA concentration and purity was determined spectrophotometrically 186 and cDNA prepared using qScript cDNA SuperMix (Quanta) following the manufacturers 187 protocol. All reactions were carried out in a 20 µl reaction mixture containing 12.5 µl iQTM 188 SYBR® Green Supermix (Bio-Rad), 2 µM of each forward and reverse primer, 0.25 µg cDNA, 189 and DEPC-Treated Water (Ambion) to adjust the final volume to 20µL. Amplification was 190 carried out using a BioRad CFX96 Touch TM Real-Time PCR machine in clear 96 well sealed 350 Supplemental Fig. S1 ). The appearance of differentiation markers in 10-day old cultures is 351 shown in Fig. 3 . The total cell number (DAPI), DCX positive cells (doublecortin, early stage 352 neuronal differentiation) and NeuN positive cells were not significantly different among the tree 353 genotypes (ANOVA, Dunnett correction). We conclude that genomic editing and APP 354 heterozygosity do not appear to affect neurogenesis or early neural development in our cultures 355 and that the majority of cells (60-70%) can be classified as neurons after 10 days. Hereafter all 356 culture ages for differentiated cells are specified relative to EB dissociation and plating taken as 357 day 0. 364 Consistent with the neuronal maker data the morphological appearance of all three genotypes, as 365 well as the independent edited clones, remains quite similar up to about 30-days of culture ( Fig.  366 4) . One day old cultures have only isolated cells, a few of which appear to exhibit short 367 processes. By ~15 days, cells appear to self-organize into loosely defined neural clusters (NC) 368 and elaborate neural processes, some connecting to adjacent clusters. The size of the NCs 369 increases slightly between 20 and 30 days and begins to appear more 3-D dimensional. Many 370 NCs are connected to each other by neural processes at this stage. The size of NCs in both edited 371 genotypes often appeared slightly larger compared to H9 cultures, but this was not statistically 372 significant (ANOVA, Dunnett corrected) and absent by 40 days.
[Fig. 4. Representative Hoffman interference contrast images of unedited H9 parental cells
374 and two independently isolated clones for each edited genotype (A40:#31, #41 and 375 A42:#14, #26) at different culture ages. Isolated cells in 1-day cultures begin to cluster 376 together a few days after plating. By ~10-15 days of differentiation all 3 genotypes form more 377 recognizable neuronal clusters (NC) which are attached to the culture surface and elaborate 378 neural processes which connect with adjacent NCs. Morphologic appearance of all 3 genotypes 379 was generally similar up to ~30-40 days of culture. The absolute size of NCs varied across 380 independent differentiations, however, there were no significant differences among the 3 381 genotypes up to ~30 days of age (ANOVA, Dunnett correction). After ~20-30 days, A42 382 genotypes begin to exhibit a granular and darker appearance (especially evident in the A42 383 clone #26 30 day image) and the somal regions are no longer firmly attached to the culture 384 surface but tethered by their neuronal processes. After 50-60 days, essentially all A42 385 genotypes exhibit this type of morphology as do many of the A40 cultures at culture times 386 greater than ~70-90 days. We did not observe any consistent clone specific differences for 387 edited genotypes. Scale bars = 10 m for 1-day culture and 100 m for other ages.] 388 389 At culture times of 40-50 days, A42 NCs usually had a more granular appearance and were 390 darker than the other genotypes. In one case we also observed this morphologic change as early 391 as 30 day (see Fig. 4 , A42 clone #26). This morphologic appearance was more prominent in 392 A42 NCs older than 60 days and thus appears to specific to the A edited cells. The 393 neuronal soma for both edited genotypes lost firm attachment after ~60-70 days but still 394 remained loosely tethered to the culture dish through their neural processes. This could be easily 395 observed when gently moving the culture dish and was never seen in the unedited H9 cultures. 396 Notably, we were not able to culture viable cells for either edited genotype for any time longer 397 than 120 days. In contrast, unedited H9 cultures could be maintained for >266 days. Editing thus 398 decreases the survival time of neurons and results in specific morphologic changes, especially 399 apparent for A42 edits. The absolute size of NCs had considerable variation in independent 400 differentiations but this was a property of all 3 genotypes. These morphologic descriptions were 401 generalized from observations made by 3 different investigators on 15 independent 402 differentiations over a period of >2 years using several different lots of media and supplements.
403
Alzheimer's related phenotypes 404 Accumulation of aggregated/oligomeric A and pyknotic nuclei 405 The main objectives of this study were to document putative AD-related phenotypes resulting 406 from direct A expression in human neurons and to compare the extent of phenotypic differences 407 between A40 and A42. The most commonly observed AD-related phenotypes present in most 408 animal models as well as several iPS culture models is the accumulation of aggregated A 409 produced by amyloidogenic APP proteolysis (see [4, 22] for reviews). 410 We double stained cultures with an anti-A antibody (7A1a) which specifically recognizes low 411 and high molecular weight aggregates/oligomers of A40 or A42 [17,38] and anti-Tuj1 412 (TUBB3 gene product) to confirm neuronal cellular identity. In 32 day old cultures the level of 413 7A1a positive staining is genotype specific (Fig. 5A ). The relative area of 7A1a staining 414 (normalized to Tuj1) was minimal in H9, intermediate in A40 and significantly higher in A42 415 cultures. Compared to unedited H9 cultures, the area of 7A1a staining was ~2 fold higher in 416 A40 cultures (but not statistically different from H9) and ~3 fold higher in A42 cultures 417 (p<0.0016) at 32 days ( Fig. 5B ). At a later culture age (63 d) the average accumulation of 7A1a 418 positive staining relative to H9 increased to ~3 fold in A40 and ~4.5 fold in A cultures. 419 Accumulation of aggregated/oligomeric A is thus progressive and faster for A42 relative to 420 A40 cultures. This result is consistent with the biophysical aggregation properties of these 2 421 peptides in vitro [39] and since both edited genes are expressed at comparable levels suggests 422 that A42 may be removed at a slower rate. Both edited genotypes have less Tuj1 positive 423 staining which was especially evident in older cultures but not in older H9 cultures (5A). 449 7A1a staining was primarily intracellular and appeared to be in close proximity to pyknotic 450 nuclei characteristic of dead or dying cells (i.e. nuclear condensation and fragmentation). 451 Normal neuronal nuclei are large and only weakly stained with DAPI while pyknotic bodies are 452 smaller and have intense DAPI fluorescence. Fig. 5C shows this spatial relationship in a 32-day 453 old A42 culture. Larger areas of 7A1a staining were generally absent in areas near normal 454 nuclei but common near pyknotic nuclei. Whenever 7A1a staining was occasionally present 455 close to normal nuclei the staining area was small and punctate (possibly vesicular). 456 We also noticed that the few cells in unedited H9 cultures with 7A1a positive staining also 457 seemed to be near pyknotic nuclei (Fig. 5D, left panel) . We tested this spatial relationship by 458 placing a counting grid of concentric circles (radius increased in 2 m increments) over the 459 center of mass for normal pyknotic bodies in H9 and A42 cultures. The area of 7A1a staining 460 in each ring relative to the distance from the center of mass is plotted as a histogram in Fig. 5D 461 (right panel). Pyknotic nuclei have more 7A1a staining nearby relative to normal intact nuclei.
462 Surprisingly, this relationship is quite similar for both A42 edited and unedited H9 cultures. 463 This suggests that pyknosis may be caused by aggregated/oligomeric A42 derived from either 464 direct expression or through APP amyloidogenic processing.
465 Synaptic density 466 A decrement in the number of synapses is a consistent and early AD phenotype that correlates 467 well with cognitive decline, even during preclinical disease stages [40] . Several transgenic 786 cascades terminating in ND. Direct A expression is a simple test of this postulate and our 787 results strongly support it, with the caveat that intraneuronal accumulation, rather than 788 extracellular action appears to be responsible for phenotypic changes. Significant experimental 789 evidence supports an intraneuronal site of action for A proteotoxicity [64].
790 Some major competing hypotheses suggest other key non-A mechanisms mediate ND such as 791 tau-hyperphosphorylation, neurofibrillary tangle formation, generation of non-A proteolytic 792 fragments of APP or pathological action of non-neuronal cell types (i.e. astrocytes or microglial). 793 Our results suggest that these AD associated pathologies are not necessary for progressive ND in 794 cultured human neurons. We did not observe neurofibrillary tangles and only a modest tau 795 redistribution in cultures where ND was nearly complete. Additionally, neurons appear to be the 796 near exclusive cell type present in our cultures suggesting that A proteotoxicity is neuronal 797 autonomous. Importantly, direct expression of A is also necessary to generate the phenotypes 798 we describe, including ND, since neurons derived from unedited parental cells could be 799 maintained up to 266 days while no edited neurons survived beyond 120 days. Finally, the ND 800 we observe is chronic and progressive like AD and thus differs from the well-established acute 801 cellular toxicity of non-physiological concentrations A. 802 AD is not considered a developmental disease, but rather a condition restricted to old age. This 803 presents a significant challenge for stem cell derived culture models. We could detect significant 804 expression of edited A transcripts in stem cell cultures, during the ~1-month long EB process 805 and during the initial stage of neuronal differentiation. However, we did not observe any major 806 morphologic or molecular differences related to this early exposure to A. Stem cell and 807 differentiation markers, neurogenesis and neuronal marker gene expression were similar for all 3 808 genotypes in 10 day post EB cultures. We did note that cultures of both edited genotypes 809 sometimes appeared to self-organize into neuronal collections at slightly earlier times than 810 unedited H9 cells (i.e. the cells were often closer together and more likely to bear small process 811 at the earliest differentiation stages (i.e. up to ~7-10 days of in neural differentiation media). This 812 is consistent with a reported "neurogenic" effect of ES cells exposed to A [65]. Direct A 813 expression thus does not appear to adversely affect neuronal developmental processes in our 814 culture system or the ability of neurons to self-organize into NCs.
815 Phenotypic timeline 816 The earliest AD-related phenotypic change we observed for edited relative to unedited cultures 817 was a greater accumulation of aggregated/oligomeric A. This was more prominent at earlier 818 times for A42 cultures and correlated with the rate of decreased neuronal viability. A42 819 samples had small but significant reduction in neuronal viability even at 10 days while A40 820 samples did not. By 35 days the level of aggregated/oligomeric A was significantly higher in 821 A42 cultures which also had significant more ND. 35-day A40 cultures appear to trend 822 toward reduced viability but did not reach statistical significance. Direct expression of A42 823 thus is more toxic to human neurons relative to A40. This agrees with the known in vitro and 824 in vivo propensity of A42 to more rapidly form aggregates or oligomers relative to A40 and 865 Notably, this correlation was not strictly dependent on direct A expression since it was 866 observed in unedited samples. Pyknosis may thus be related to low levels of amyloidogenic APP 867 processing in the unedited neurons. The mechanism(s) of neuronal death in AD is not 868 completely established, however, some evidence for apoptosis has been described in more 869 accessible cell culture and animal models [69] . Direct injection of small amounts of A42 870 peptide or an episome expressing A42 into the cytoplasm results in acute toxicity of primary 871 cultured human neurons. Cell death was mediated through p53/BAX dependent apoptosis and 872 associated with significant evidence of condensed nuclear chromatin [70] . In this same study, 873 A40 was not toxic in contrast to our results. The A toxicity we describe, however, only 874 manifests at a significantly later culture time relative to A42 cultures and the cytoplasmic 875 injection results were obtained only a short time after injection perhaps explaining this 876 difference.
877 Direct A40 expression suggests a human specific phenotype 878 The delayed toxicity we observe for A40 diverges significantly from findings in both rodent 879 and Drosophila direct A overexpression models where A40 expression appears to be 880 relatively limited in its ability to generate AD-like phenotypes [11, [13] [14] [15] . In Drosophila, high 881 levels of A40 over expression in cholinergic neurons appear beneficial as they extend the 882 lifespan [16] . The absence of A40 toxicity in flies is likely due to increased secretion or 883 intracellular removal relative to A42 which preferentially aggregates within intracellular 884 endolysosomal vesicles [17] . Rodent direct A40 models produce human peptide (from the 885 transgene) in the context of endogenous production of rodent A peptides (from the endogenous 886 mouse gene). These peptides have 3 different specific amino acids that could modify the human 887 peptides ability to form toxic aggregates or oligomers. Different combinations of A peptides 888 are known to interfere with the rate of formation of aggregates/oligomers as well as their 889 structural type [71] . This is consistent with the possibility that shorter A40 peptides (or 890 sequence divergent rodent peptides) could prevent toxicity of A42 in rodent models. The 891 Drosophila homologue of APP does not contain any A sequence so it would not be subject to 892 the same process. Additionally, a recent human-mouse hybrid AD model also observed human 893 specific ND in response to mouse neuronal production of FAD derived amyloidogenic A [72] .
894 Our unedited cultures clearly produce small amounts of aggregated A and this process also 895 likely occurs in edited cells (i.e. APP expressed from the unedited allele). It is possible that a 896 small amount of amyloidogenic derived A could act as a "seed" to stimulate additional 897 aggregation/oligomerization of directly expressed A40 and A42. Such a process could 898 account for the ND properties of our model. Further study will be required to examine this 899 possibility. Many AD related studies use incompletely defined oligomers of A isolated from 900 AD brain that seem to have the ability to specifically initiate several AD-like phenotypes [73] . 901 The exact structure of proteotoxic A assemblies are still imprecisely defined, but generally 902 believed to be smaller oligomers. It will be interesting to compare the A structures present in 903 our cultures with those isolated from AD brain. 944 It is clear from RNA-Seq data that our cultures are primarily neuronal (ie. high level expression 945 of DCX, TUBB3 and MAPT) in good agreement with ~90% of cells reliably staining with 946 antibody to either NeuN, Tuj1 or DCX. We also detected very low and marginally significant 947 expression of astrocytic markers ALDH1L2, GFAP; oligodendrocyte marker OLIGO2 and 948 microglial marker TREM2 and AIF1 but did not observe any cells with characteristic 949 morphology of these glial cell types. One necessary modification we made to the original 950 differentiation protocol [29] was a weekly 24 hour exposure to EdU to suppress mitotic cell 951 overgrowth (continued up to ~50-60 days of differentiation). This treatment is likely to eliminate 952 the bulk of late appearing glial cell types. The cell population we studied should therefore be 953 considered as "mixed" but primarily or exclusively neuronal. Supplementary Table S5 954 contains the relative expression derived from RNA-Seq read data for selected cell type specific 955 genes normalized to the mean expression for all detected genes and includes data for a few 956 selected primary AD genes.
957 Tau related phenotypes 958 We did not observe genotype specific differences in the levels of phospho-tau, only a 959 redistribution from neural processes to primarily somal regions in edited samples likely related to 960 fewer neuronal processes in dead/dying neurons at late culture times. In contrast, human cell 961 models of FAD iPS cells grown as organoids or FAD genes overexpressed in neural precursor 962 cells differentiated in a 3-D matrix successfully elaborate aspects of tau related phenotypes, even 963 AD-like neurofibrillary tangle formation [25, 26] . The 3-D culture format has been suggested to 964 be critical for these tau phenotypes, so the absence of tau pathology in our model could simply 965 be a result of the comparatively small size of the NCs (i.e. ~10-16 m of thickness and a range of 966 lateral dimensions which varies ~2-3 fold among independent differentiations). An alternative 967 explanation, however is possible. Tau related pathology may be related primarily to non-A 968 dependent APP fragments [77] . These non-A APP fragments are likely present in higher 969 amounts in both the FAD organelle model as well as the FAD overexpression model but not in 970 our edited cells. Consistent with this possibility, cell models constructed with a Down syndrome 971 genotype elaborate both A and tau pathology but similar to these organoid and matrix 3D 972 models, synaptic deficits and ND are not [78] . Increased phosphorylation of tau, but not 973 neurofibrillary tangles, was a feature of degenerating human neurons transplanted into the brain 974 of FAD expressing mice [72] . Clearly additional work is needed to understand the complex 975 relationship between A and tau. It may be significant however that a mouse/human hybrid 976 model and our model suggest that extensive tau pathology is not strictly necessary for 977 progressive A-dependent ND.
978 APOE allele type 979 APOE 4 and its relationship to AD pathogenesis is complex and incompletely understood, 980 especially with respect to specific brain cell types mediating AD-like phenotypes [79] . APOE 981 allele type involves both A-dependent and independent roles and has been associated with 982 increased neuronal amyloidogenic A production as well as important astrocyte or microglial 983 roles in A removal [80] [81] [82] . Since our cultures do not depend on amyloidogenesis and are 984 primarily neuronal, these mechanisms are unlikely to contribute to edit specific phenotypic
